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Make sure ignition key is turned to the off position and engine is cool.
Place motorcycle on lift, rear stand, or side stand.
Locate the final destination of the new block off plates.
Carefully remove any fairings if needed.
Carefully remove fuel tank and air box.
Carefully remove any parts obstructing the OEM plates and then remove them.
Using blue Loctite, install the new block off plates using the OEM hardware,
and the OEM sealing “O rings” if present.
Locate OEM air hose leading to the airbox from the OEM plates removed.
Using supplied cap, remove hose and plug airbox.
Carefully replace airbox, fuel tank, fairings, and any other pieces removed during installation.
*To ensure the FI light will not come on the second air pump must be plugged in. 
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NOTE: *Unplugging the pump from the wire harness will make the FI light come on. 
 *On DSBLOCK 1 and 6, screws and reeds have to be removed
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